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MEMORANDUM
To:
State Planning Commission
From: Dan Kennedy, PP/AICP, Deputy Director, OPA
Date: August 21, 2013
Re:
Request for the SPC to Consider a Map Amendment
Bass River Township, Burlington County
The State Planning Rules at N.J.A.C. 5:85-8.3 allow the State Planning Commission to initiated the State Plan
Policy Map based on new information related to the goals, strategies and policies and delineation criteria of the
State Plan provided that the new information alters the assumptions that were the basis for adopting the State
Plan Policy Map for a particular area or areas.
The State Planning Commission has decided to initiate a map amendment to create a node in Bass River
Township, Burlington County. This change is based on new information that alters the assumptions that were
the basis for adopting the Policy Map. The map amendment would result in the creation of a manufacturing
node on 65 acres, including part of Block 26, Lots 2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 7 and 8.*
As you know, the Draft Final State Strategic Plan (SSP) calls for a transition away from the State Plan Policy
Map (PM) and amendments contemplated through cross acceptance would not be made. OPA is recommending
that the SPC amend the State Plan Policy Map consistent with the process outlined in the State Planning Rules.
The report and associate appendices provide additional detail and are attached. The attached report has been
updated with a summary of the public comments received.
* October 2, 2013 Update
Staff noticed that some parcels within the boundary of the node were not listed in the report. The
attached report was updated on October 2, 2013. The additional lots are underlined below and in the
report.
The map amendment would result in the creation of a manufacturing node on 65 acres, including all
or part of Block 26, Lots 2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 7, 8 and 9, Block 8C, Lots 3, 3A, 4 and 5 and Block 8D,
Lots 20 and 20R.”
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FINAL JUSTIFICATION
FOR STATE PLANNING COMMISSION INITIATED
MAP AMENDMENT

Proposed Map Amendment
The State Planning Commission decided to initiate a map amendment to create a node in Bass River Township,
Burlington County. This change is based on new information that alters the assumptions that were the basis for
adopting the Policy Map. “The map amendment would result in the creation of a manufacturing node on 65
acres, including all or part of Block 26, Lots 2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 7, 8 and 9, Block 8C, Lots 3, 3A, 4 and 5 and
Block 8D, Lots 20 and 20R.”

Background Information & Existing Conditions
In 2008 the Permit Extension Act of 2008 was approved. Government approvals are defined in the Act to include
center designations pursuant to CAFRA. The recent amendments to the Permit Extension Act do not result in
previously lapsed coastal centers in CAFRA areas being reinstated. Section 4 of the Act, as amended, excludes DEP
coastal centers designated pursuant to CAFRA unless they are in municipalities that submitted an application for
plan endorsement to the Commission by March 15, 2007 and were in compliance with the Coastal Zone
Management (CMZ) Rules at N.J.A.C. 7:7E-5B.6. See N.J.S.A. 40:55D-136.4. The proposed map amendment
includes a portion of the expired Bass River Coastal Center.
The proposed change is located in a critical automotive and recreation corridor where Route 9 crosses underneath the
Garden State Parkway. Currently the Viking Yacht Center is home to 250 deep-water slips and recreation facilities
that support summertime recreation and boating activities. Adjacent to the slips and recreation, Viking Yachts offers
support for boats and produces vessels. The Viking Yacht facility has been an established maritime center for more
than 50 years. To support the reinvigorated market demand for sportfishing vessels, Viking Yachts needs to expand
their manufacturing facility by reconfiguring existing buildings and constructing five new buildings with
approximately a total of 145,000 square feet and create an additional 450 jobs. The site is in Bass River’s Highway
Commercial Zone which specifically permits boat building and repair.
The majority of this area has been included in Burlington County’s Water Quality Management Plan as a “Future
Wastewater Service Area by treatment plant.” The map indicates that the treatment plant discharges to ground water.
There are several lots that are not included in the County’s Future Wastewater Service Area by treatment plant.
However, these lots are docks whose use is related to the proximal boat manufacturing facility.
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The 2007 Land Use Land Cover shows that the Viking Yacht Center covers approximately 52 acres of disturbed
land. There are nine structures currently built on this land. The proposed expansion will not extend beyond the
existing footprint of disturbed land.
Current NJDEP landscape data indicates that approximately 47 acres have no signs of habitat. The other 18 acres
with signs of habitat are broken down accordingly
• Rank 1 – 12 Acres
• Rank 3 – 6 Acres
The State Development and Redevelopment Plan adopted on March 1, 2001, discusses Nodes within different
Planning Areas. On page 9, “Within Planning Areas, the State Plan also recognizes two different types of Nodes—
concentrations of employment and economic activity that are not organized in compact, mixed-use forms. These
may be Commercial-Manufacturing Nodes or Heavy Industry-Transportation-Utility Nodes. Where appropriate,
these places should be retrofitted over time to reduce automobile dependency, diversify land uses, and enhance
linkages to communities.” On page 229 the State Plan says, “New concentrations of commercial, light manufacturing
or warehousing and distribution facilities and activities should be organized in a compact form and located in
Centers and other appropriate areas in Metropolitan or Suburban Planning Areas or Centers in Fringe, Rural or
Environmentally Sensitive Planning Areas.”
Public Comment Summary
The public hearing was held on Thursday, June 27, 2013 at 7:00 p.m. in the Bass River Township Municipal
Building at 3 North Maple Avenue, New Gretna, NJ. Notice was distributed per N.J.A.C. 5:85-1.7(b). Eleven
people signed into the meeting. Six attendees were residents and three Viking employees attended. Viking’s
Consultant attended and the Burlington County Planning Director attended. Director Scharfenberger gave a general
overview of the process and Kate Meade provided a detailed overview. Other than comments / questions on process,
the comments OPA staff received at the hearing expressed a general opposition to the existence of the manufacturing
use and not necessarily the establishment of a State Plan designated node. Please see Exhibit E for a summary of
questions and comments.
OPA staff also attended an additional meeting held by the Bass River Township Board of Commissioners to answer
questions from residents. This special meeting was held on Monday, July 22, 2013 at the Bass River Elementary
School. Over 100 members of the public attended. The purpose of this meeting was to answer questions and provide
clarification on the proposed SPC action. The sentiment of the meeting was similar. The questions and comments
staff responded to were similar to the comments at the June 27th public hearing.
The written public comment period closed on July 29th. Eight written comments were received. Two letters included
a request for modifications to the proposed node. OPA received three letters of opposition to the node designation.
We also received a letter of support and a letter of clarification. Please see Exhibit F for the written comments.
The Draft Justification Report stated that the Pinelands Commission has confirmed that the property in question is
located within the Pinelands National Reserve and that Bass River Township had conformed its zoning in both the
State Pinelands Area and the National Reserve Area to the Pinelands Comprehensive Management Plan. A question
arose about how this area would be affected by a recent MOU between the Pinelands and DEP. The Pinelands
Commission provided the following clarification: “In April 2012, the Pinelands Commission executed a
Memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). The
MOU is intended to facilitate Water Quality Management Planning within the Pinelands Area. However, the terms
of that MOU apply only within the Pinelands Area itself. Lands located within the PNR but outside of the Statedesignated Pinelands Area are not subject to its terms. Thus, Bass River Township’s Highway Commercial Zoning
District and Viking Yacht Company’s facility are not subject to the Commission’s MOU with DEP.”
OPA staff received two requests for modification. Burlington County requested that lots not owned by Viking be
removed from the proposed node because these properties are not served by Viking’s package treatment plant. Please
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reference “Map 1” below. The Pinelands Preservation Alliance submitted a similar request. These lots are
recommended to be included within the new node because of their adjacency to the manufacturing facility and have
a related use. Not being served by a package treatment plant today does not disqualify these lots from inclusion in
the proposed node.

Charles J. Bonsangue requested that his property, Block 40, lot 7 be included in the manufacturing node. Please
reference “Map 1” above. OPA does not recommend that this property be included because it is a small lot, (210 feet
long and 180 feet deep) and the CAFRA regulations would not impact Mr. Bonsangue’s ability to develop. The lot is
not large enough to accommodate CAFRA sized development.
Justification for Consideration
Existing designation – PA 5 with a lapsed Coastal Center
New designation – PA 5 with a SPC Designated Node
The SPC has been advised that CAFRA regulations are restricting the expansion of an existing major regional
employer with infrastructure within a PA 5 (see exhibit D). The enhancement of this existing manufacturing node is
consistent with Goal 3 of the State Plan, to promote “beneficial economic growth, development and renewal for all
residents of New Jersey.” Enabling the expansion of this concentrated economic driver will benefit the region and
the State.
A concentration of employment and economic activity was in place prior to and during the cross-acceptance process.
During the cross-acceptance process, this area was a coastal center that was due to lapse in 2005. At the time of
adoption of the Policy Map, the SPC chose not to identify nodes through the cross acceptance process. Nodes were
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to be designated through the Plan Endorsement process. The assumption was that a reasonable and efficient process
would be in place to re-establish centers that were due to expire to avoid them lapsing. That assumption has proven
to be false, therefore creating a need for this new information to be addressed through a map amendment initiated by
the SPC, as the coastal center that was deemed by DEP to be consistent with coastal development regulations has
lapsed.
The State Plan recognizes that not all development has taken place in concentrated, mixed-use forms. The existing
development within the area subject to this proposed map amendment, as per the State Plan and the State Planning
Rules, is best defined as a “node” and not a “center.”
In addition, the following information was considered by staff prior to making this recommendation:
1. Pursuant to Coastal Zone Management (CMZ) rules, any map amendment needs to be independently
evaluated and found by the DEP to be consistent with the goals of the Coastal Area Management Program,
the CMZ rules and CAFRA
2. The proposed map amendment includes a portion of the expired Bass River Coastal Center.
3. The Municipality and County have been made aware of this proposed amendment.
4. The Pinelands Commission has confirmed that the property in question is located within the Pinelands
National Reserve. Bass River Township has conformed its zoning in both the State Pinelands Area and the
National Reserve Area with the Pinelands Comprehensive Management Plan. Bass River Township’s
Highway Commercial Zoning District and Viking Yacht Company’s facility are not subject to the
Commission’s MOU with DEP.
OPA is recommending that the SPC amend the State Plan Policy Map consistent with the process outlined in the
State Planning Rules.
Exhibit A Map: Regional View of the Area
Exhibit B: Map, Site View, Aerial Photograph
Exhibit C: Map, Landscape Data, Version 3.1
Exhibit D: Letters from Viking’s Consultant to Bass River Township, Burlington County & OPA
Exhibit E: Summary of oral comments
Exhibit F: Written comments
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EXHIBIT E: SUMMARY OF ORAL COMMENTS RECEIVED AT THE PUBLIC HEARING
HELD ON THURSDAY, JUNE 27TH 2013
•

•

•

•

•

•

Has this proposed change been posted in the paper as well as the landowners within 200 feet?
o OPA staff stated that the paper of public record was notified in advance of what the open public meetings
act required. Notice was sent in the first week in June.
o Same resident asked if this change turns the coastal center into the node.
o OPA staff stated that the coastal center had been smaller than the node that is proposed.
o Same resident asked how OPA decided to initiate the node.
o OPA staff stated that a key factor was the CAFRA impervious coverage limitations.
o Same resident asked if OPA takes into consideration what is being manufactured and the manufacturing
process’s impact on the environment.
o OPA stated that Viking is an existing facility. This change will allow for a reconfiguration of the existing
site. OPA does not supply permits and would not be reviewing details associated with the manufacturing
process and pollutants discharged, but DEP would.
Will the DEP review this proposal?
o OPA Staff stated, yes, DEP has 90 days after the SPC’s decision to determine if it’s appropriate to
designate a CAFRA node. Once Viking submits a permit application to DEP it would be reviewed against
the adjusted impervious coverage. The proposed change alters the criteria that DEP considers during the
permit review.
Is this going to set a precedent for other landowners who want to cover 90% of their property? Example of a
garage expansion was given.
o OPA staff stated that CAFRA impervious coverage limitations only apply to properties over 50 parking
spots or 25 homes, the example given would be sub CAFRA and would only be regulated by local
zoning. The State Plan provides guidance on what would constitute a node and OPA has to consider that
criteria.
There are numerous young people who have contracted and died from cancer. Shouldn’t the entire town have
been notified?
o OPA staff stated that the entire town was notified by the public notice in the newspaper. DEP would
review the emissions, etc. when Viking applies for permits from DEP. This is a reconfiguration of an
existing footprint.
If they are emitting things that shouldn’t go into the environment, shouldn’t that be considered in all levels of
government?
o OPA staff stated, yes and it will be. This facility has to follow the environmental laws, the same way that
everyone else has to.
How can OPA make a recommendation to the SPC without the proper studies from DOT, DEP, DOL and DOH?
OPA is prematurely offering this recommendation without proper research. An environmental impact statement,
health impacts and labor impacts should be studied first.
o OPA staff stated that DEP will be reviewing the CAFRA application. The existing footprint of the facility
will not be expanded. The State Planning Commission has representatives from DA, DEP, DOT, etc.
along with public members. Any permits that are needed initiates an entire DEP review.
o Same resident stated that Viking emits one of the most carcinogenic substances that we know of. They
have been over their permitted limit in the past. Most of us live here because it’s pristine. The livelihood
of this town depends on the environment, not Viking Yacht.
o OPA staff replied that the SPC includes members from DEP, DOT, DA, etc.
o Same resident stated: DEP does not even have the staff necessary to do their own tests. Viking has to do
the test themselves, which is a conflict of interest. How can you as a planning body, submit to a
hierarchical body, without all the necessary information?
o OPA staff replied that this will be reviewed by DEP, in addition to the normal DEP review process for
CAFRA, freshwater wetlands, etc.
o Same resident responded, but they will be reviewing your recommendations?
o OPA responded, Yes.

Same resident responded that OPA needs to do more research before they can create an objective and
worthwhile report.
How does the node benefit Bass River Township residents?
o An additional 450 jobs created and when a facility expands, that means additional revenue for the
Township.
o Same resident responded; the people who work at Viking are not local. Viking just had their taxes
reassessed and reduced by over $2 million dollars. The air quality is very poor. There have been fires at
the site and air quality control is told not to show up. Citizen is against anything that Viking does, because
no one in the Township benefits.
Why is Viking doing this?
o OPA staff responded that business has picked up to point where they need a larger facility.
o Same resident responded that the River will need to be dredged if 92 foot yachts are built. The State
Shellfish Commission will not allow dredging.
County Planner stated that Burlington County supports Viking. They support the node that includes Viking Yacht
but they do not support the inclusion of properties that Viking does not own. The purpose of the node is to
identify large manufacturing facilities that are in environmentally sensitive areas. Their existing coverage is 34%.
In order for Viking to stay in business they need to be acknowledged for what they are, a manufacturing node.
Viking is one of the largest employers in town with 810 employees and it’s also the largest tax ratable in town.
Viking’s Consultant stated the designation of a node does not exclude them from local or state regulations.
Because this is an industrial facility any proposed expansion requires a full CAFRA review and an environmental
impact statement will be written to demonstrate compliance with the coastal zone standards. The node would not
constitute an approval to begin their expansion. A permit still needs to be submitted to DEP. Increased production
does not mean increased emissions. Energy efficient infrastructure has been incorporated over the past several
years. Speaker (consultant) supports the node and asks that OPA recommend that it’s adopted with the
understanding that environmental protection is in place.
How will the traffic from the Wal-Mart that is currently under construction on Route 9 and the additional traffic
from Viking be handled?
o OPA staff stated that if the Wal-Mart is constructed on Route 9 they will need a State Highway Access
Permit from DOT and a traffic assessment will be required.
Resident does not appreciate that Viking’s consultant spoke for more than five minutes when he’s being paid to
be here and would like his comments to be struck from the record.
o OPA staff stated that Open Public Meetings Act provides notice and anyone is allowed to speak. That is
part of the law. OPA can’t strike things because someone isn’t from this area.
Mr. Lomax’s letters are copies of what Viking sent. The Viking Yacht Company should move to Miami. They
don’t need to be here in Bass River emitting pollution. The people who work at Viking need to wear gas masks.
They are polluters and an expansion should not be permitted. All of Viking’s efforts to help the environment have
provided cost reductions. The whole community needs to review these documents and Mr. Lomax’s comments
should not be considered. (Mr. Lomax is Viking’s Consultant.) We need more time to review these documents
and the whole town should review them. Member of the public requested a list of the public members of the SPC.
o OPA staff began to recite the names and positions of the SPC members and the resident said she would
prefer a list.
o Same resident requested a list of the employees at Viking and where they live and their demographics.
Mr. Lomax is from Cape May Courthouse, why isn’t someone from Bass River doing the work he is doing?
Viking should hire a local consultant. The man with so much authority in his speech and in his letter isn’t even
from here.
o Comments are permitted from anyone and Mr. Lomax’s comments will remain part of the record.
A letter from Mr. Hieley to the Mayor implied that the Township had opted out of the Plan Endorsement process.
o Ed Fox from Burlington County explained cross acceptance and alterations to the map that could be made
during cross acceptance. He explained that centers, including nodes could not be designated during cross
acceptance. These centers could only be established during Plan Endorsement. Mr. Fox went on to
explain that the majority of Bass River is in the Pinelands and could not participate in the Plan
Endorsement process. The remaining (non-Pinelands) land could go through the Plan Endorsement
process and Mr. Fox listed the pros and cons of participation which included the cost and length of time
and the burden of documents for the parties involved.
o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Same resident replied that OPA shouldn’t be advocating for this project because there isn’t enough data.
By opting out of Plan Endorsement, the Township has cut themselves out of their decision. When the
planning board is reviewing the node, is the master plan considered?
o OPA staff replied; that OPA would never do this without local support. Boat manufacturing is permitted
by right in this zone, which is the Highway Commercial Zone.
o Same resident questioned if Viking had to go in front of the planning board?
o OPA staff and Burlington Planner responded that a use variance wouldn’t be necessary but site plan
review is required and they may need bulk variances.
Mr. Hieley requested a meeting with Mayor Cope. Was that ever done and is their conversation part of OPA’s
review?
o OPA staff stated that they are not aware of the meeting or the details. Staff isn’t able to monitor individual
conversations. The property just has to supply us with the required information.
There is a very high incidence of cancer. A seventeen year old girl who lived across the street from Viking just
passed away. There are 20-30 people who have passed away from cancer and many of them have lived proximal
to the Viking site. Resident requested that OPA consider the high cancer rates in the report that goes to the SPC.
Employees are making illegal u-turns on Route 9. This is a hazard. An environmental assessment should be
required. Impact on health and the environment should be evaluated. This meeting was poorly done. No one knew
about it and no one will send letters. They need to be able to comment in person.
o OPA staff stated that there is a 30 day comment period after tonight.
o Same resident responded that he understands, but residents may have questions for OPA staff.
How will citizens comment if they have nothing to go on?
o OPA staff responded that the information is posted on the website.
Resident reiterated the request for another meeting. He stated that people will not write letters and should have
another opportunity to comment in public. Viking’s tax assessment went down. They are not good corporate
citizens. Former employees do not have good things to say about the company. There is an excellent new book
out called “Tom’s River” by Dan Fagen that everyone in audience should read. The author traces pollution
problems and the cases of public officials turning their backs on the communities and the residents.
o

•

•
•

•
•

EXHIBIT F: WRITTEN COMMENTS

07-29-2013
To:

State of New Jersey
Department of State
Office for Planning Advocacy
P.O. Box 820
Trenton, New Jersey 08625

From: Carol A Bitzberger
39 Goldecker Road
Wading River, NJ 08215
609-294-3387
Reference: Bass River Map Amendment
Attn: Gerry Scharfenberger, Ph.D., Director

First, let me thank you for coming down to a Bass River Township special
Commissioners meeting, held July 22nd. The meeting was held to give more township
people an opportunity to ask questions and make comments about the proposed Viking
expansion. I attended both the hearing meeting on June 27th and the Commissioners
special meeting.
I am writing this letter to again speak my concerns about the proposed Viking expansion
and the State Planning Commission initiating a map amendment to create a “node” in
Bass River Township. My concerns are as follows:
1) Viking currently has 34% ground cover and designation of a ‘node’ would change
allowed ground cover to 80%. This would endanger the environmental sensitive
area defined by CAFRA.
2) The damage to Bass River’s marsh lands, with the testing of larger proposed
vessels of 92 ft. and 100 ft. on the Bass River, would increase. The new success
of the establishment of oyster beds in Bass River and the erosion of the
embankments along the river would endanger the habitat already existing here
and how a 100ft. yacht would not need the Bass River to be dredged at some point
is difficult to understand. Viking presently tests its existing vessels traveling
down Bass River at high rates of speed. This I have observed personally, so
bigger vessels will increase erosion.
3) We should also look into the future. Viking will not always be in Bass River
Township. Who will clean up all the buildings, the debris, steel drums, debris
buried underground, which was at one time buried there, probably before rules
were established? No one will want to buy it because of the cost of cleaning up
the area. To allow expansion would just add to this environmental problem.
Wouldn’t it be a good idea to have Viking put away a set amount of money for
cleanup, if Viking is allowed to expand?
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4) It would have been nice to read what the environmental impacts might be
allowing Viking to expand. I would have thought that a study would have been
conducted by the Department of Environmental Protection, and that study would
have accompanied the proposed expansion.
5) I am very much concerned about the release of the gas Styrene, and that this is a
very poisonous substance. I have heard that Viking has had previous violations in
the emission of styrene gas. What will the numbers be if Viking expands?
6) Bass River Twp. currently has 3 rivers that run through it. There are many
environmental friendly activities that areas in the township offer including:
fishing, biking, hiking, canoeing, kayaking, camping, hunting, etc. How many
areas in South Jersey offer this? What will happen if the area is environmental
damaged?
7) Yes, there are benefits having Viking in our community. They provide jobs;
however, there is a very small number of people in Bass River Township
employed by Viking. Viking has donated money to our Volunteer Fire Company,
and I understand provided computers to our elementary school. But we must
weigh these advantages against the disadvantages. Damage to the environment
takes decades to fix. Please make sure there is no environment impact by
allowing Viking to become a ‘manufacturing node’.

Thank you for your attention to this letter,
Carol A. Bitzberger
Resident of Bass River Township
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